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African-language literatures have grown in surges during the period of de
colonisation that spans nearly 50 years. Despite impressive publications, 
two tendencies in the appreciation of African-language literatures have 
don1inated: there is the litera1y quasi-anthropological perspective whose 
focus has been to excavate African-language literatures in search of 
preserved traditional African values, ve1y much perceived as i1n1nutable. 
While this approach has put African-language literatures on the world 
literary map, the san1e approach has discouraged vigorous theoretical inter
pretations of these literatures by using different theories. The result has been 
that in discussions of African literatures. most of the times critics are 
thinking of those literatures "vritten in English, Po11uguese, French and 
Gen11an. African-language literatures' theoretical criticism is therefore 
occluded. Fu1thermorc, critics of African literature have been predisposed 
by this approach to "go it soft" and not to be critical or adventurous in 
applying varied grids of theories of literature that have become universal 
hurnan heritage. African-language literatures are therefore i1npoverished as 
they are rnostly not subjected to rigorous critical scrutiny using diverse 
1 i terary theories. 

On the other hand, clairning to supersede the perceived rigidity of 
nationalist and Afrocentric theories of African literatures, postcolonial 
theories e1ncrgcd, and suggest that African-language literatures could be 
explored for the value of resistance they can offer to different fonns of 
oppression. Unfortunately. the kinds of postcolonial approaches imposed on 
them have tended to search rnainly for open rnodes of re bell ion or resistance 
as can be expressed in them. The result has, in some cases, been useful 
exposure of these I itcratures to typologies of postcolonial theories, but in 
most cases a singly focused or 1nonolith atte1npt to use only postcolonial 
theories has resulted in the suppression of the full potential of the rneanings 
that African-language literatures can offer. In the process, the literary 
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